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electric beam and this in turn is transformed by the 
fluorescent screen into variations of light. The 
scanning is linear and is synchronised at the end of 
each line, the impulses being transmitted through 
the same channel as the picture signal. The whole 
system is completely automatic and is almost as 
easy to operate as an ordinary radio receiver. The 
practical details have been all worked out and it 
looks as if a high grade television transmission set 
of this type will soon be on the market. 

Glass Windows and Ventilation Engineering 

IT is well known that the windows of houses 
exposed to the sun's rays act like heat traps. They 
permit most of the radiant energy from the sun to 
pass into the building but block the low temperature 
radiation from inside surfaces passing out. Science 
Service has issued a report of results obtained by 
research physicists of the American Society of Heat. 
ing and Ventilating Engineers in their laboratories. 
Formerly it was thought that glass absorbed only 
about t en per cent of radia tion at low temperatures. 
The experiments show that a t emperature of 550° F. 
must be reached before any appreciable amount of 
the radiation passes through pla te glass. Even at 
1,000° F., only a small amount passes through. 
Glass obviously acts as a very efficient heat trap 
a nd this has to be taken into account by the ven
t.ila ting engineer. In many modern buildings, a side 
built almost entirely of glass is exposed to the sun's 
m aximum radiation. On a hot summer day, the 
glass permits the heat from the sun to enter and 
practically none of it escapes . Indoors, therefore, 
it becomes unbearably hot. The cost of keeping a 
building of this nature cool is practically prohibitive. 
Awnings which deflect the light and are hung outside 
the windows are perhaps the most effici ent. Shades 
and blinds are of little value as the heat passes through 
the glass, heats the blind and is convected upwards, 
thus heating the room. Tests proved that there is 
no practical difference in efficiency between clear and 
coloured glass. 

Sorting Foods by Reflection of Light 

IT seems that the sorting out of foods by the 
reflection of light will soon be used in regular 
commercial practice. Jt is certainly quite feasible 
for sorting out foods the quality or maturity of 
which depends on their colour. Science Service has 
issued a description of a bean elevator that sorts out 
white pea beans by means of a photoelectric tube. 
The device is in use in Lowell, Michigan, and it is 
said that the plant could be adapted for the sorting 
of peanuts, coffee, almonds and other foods in which 
colour is the determining factor when making a selec
tion. It is also possible to sort red kidney beans, 
green peas and other food crops as easily as white 
beans are now sorted. A battery of a hundred 
photoelectric cells is used in the Lowell elevator. It 
operates with such precision tha t even although the 
discoloration of the bean is barely discernible t-o the 
human eye , it is rejected with high precision. The 
individual machine is quite small, consisting of a 

drum with a series of small holes in the rim. Each 
bean passes in review before a photoelectric cell. 
The cell accurately measures the reflection of the 
light from the bean on it. If the light varies, an 
electric impulse is transmitted to a thyratron tube 
which permits sufficient current to pass to operate 
an electromagnet with a trigger-like hammer at one 
end. Beans not of the proper colour are dislodged 
from the vacuum drum by the hammer while good 
white beans pass into a hopper. The sensitivity of 
the amplifier can be adjusted until practically only 
white beans pass undis turbed. Each machine can 
do as much work as six girls hand-picking beans. 
A similar device might probably be used for sorting 
out buttons and other coloured objects. 

Physical Tables 

VoL. 88 of Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections 
constitutes the eighth edition of the "Smithsonian 
Physical Tables", the first edition of which appeared 
in 1896. The preparation of the new edition has 
been carried out by Dr. F. E. Fowle, of the Smith
sonian A<;trophysical Observatory, who has availed 
himself of suggestions and da ta furnished by 
authorities in the different fields. The volume has 
been enlarged to nearly 750 pages and it now con
tains 871 tables and an index of 22 pages. Where 
necessary a table is preceded by a short account of 
the laws relating to the subject, ada pted from the 
writings of some authority to which a reference is 
given . In cases where recent advances have been 
rapid and fundamental, the tables and introductions 
have b een supplied by a recognised authority, as 
for example those on the series relations in atomic 
spectra, which are by Dr. H. N. Russell. In addition 
there are ample references to further sources of 
information. The volume will be welcomed by all 
who have to search for reliable va lues of physical 
constants . 

Medical Research in South Africa 

THE annual report for 1932 of the South African 
Institute for Medical Research, Johannesburg, by the 
director, Sir Spencer Lister, recently received, gives 
an account of the work, research and routine, con
ducted during the year. A quantitative study of 
the blood-complement in man has been commenced, 
and in pulmonary tuberculosis and leprosy a con
siderable proportion of the cases t ested showed very 
small amounts or no complement in the blood. An 
investiga tion of South African strains of rabies 
virus was begun, and nearly every case of human 
rabies investigated was found to have been caused 
by the bite of the yellow mongoose or genet cat, 
and not by a dog bite. Antivenomous serum of 
exceptional potency for the treatment of snake-bite 
has been prepared by the use of massive doses of 
venom modified and rendered atoxic by means of 
formalin, with subsequent concentration of the serum 
so obtained. 

Study of Canadian Coals 

A STRIKING feature of Canada's fuel problem is the 
absence of coal in the central areas where population 
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